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pression, injustice and tyranny and
replace them with justice, equity and
benevolence. He shall judge among
the nations, cleanse the hearts and
unite the souls of men, thus bringing
to an end war and conflict, and at
that time the powers of the world
will' beat their swords into plow-
shares and their spears into pruning
hooks, nation shall not lift up their
sword against nation, neither shall
they learn war any more.

THEY DID JUST THIS BEFORE
STRIKING. I mailed you 50c in
stamps to go to the fund of the strik-
ing tailors.

I have thought a good deal of this
strike and while I would have liked
to have seen it settled very early, I
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cannot help but feel g'ee of revenge.
I think the workers and Sidney Hill-m- an

should have exhausted all pos-

sible efforts to get the points they
now are striking for granted while
yet receiving their wages from the
garment bosses. They surely would
not have had to stand as much hard-
ship as they have had to stand during
the strike.

Don't you suppose that the mayor
thinks along this line and the reason
he does not care to go strong on the
garment bosses for the strikers? He
wants to teach prospective strikers
a healthy lesson.

I am poor and could not have do-

nated much to the strikers in any
case, but I do think this strike should
not have been declared. Nils E.
Larson.

MAKING GREECE THE COCKPIT OF EUROPE
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On the map above Fig. 1 shows where the remnants of the Serbian
army are making a last stand against the pursuing Austrians on Albanian
soil. Fig. 2 shows how the Bulgarian forces, driving down the Vardar val-
ley have swept the British and Frenoh forces out of Serbia and are now
forcing them to retreat through Greece to their naval base at Saloniki.
The allies' line of retreat is shown by Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 shows transports
of the allies anchored in the Gulf of Saloniki.

Colorado officials decide that their California court decides that
laws bar use of liquor in mince- - niony imposed in New York can be

meat Breaks up the Denver fashion I collected in California. A body blow
of soing home chock full of pie. to the tourist business!
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